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                My point is that with each new case it is an empirical question whether these models, or models from some other theory, or no models from any theory at all will fit.
              

              —-Nancy Cartwright.

            


              You should understand that if you’ve looked through one window,

              You’ve looked through the general idea of a window,

              Although this claim is entirely conditional and doesn’t apply to stained glass or lancets,

              So you have to repeat the procedure repeatedly.

              —-Jaswinder Bolina.

            


Abstract
In this paper I criticize a view of functional localization in neuroscience, which I call “computational absolutism” (CA). “Absolutism” in general is the view that each part of the brain should be given a single, univocal function ascription. Traditional varieties of absolutism posit that each part of the brain processes a particular type of information and/or performs a specific task. These function attributions are currently beset by physiological evidence which seems to suggest that brain areas are multifunctional—that they process distinct information and perform different tasks depending on context. Many theorists take this contextual variation as inimical to successful localization, and claim that we can avoid it by changing our functional descriptions to computational descriptions. The idea is that we can have highly generalizable and predictive functional theories if we can discover a single computation performed by each area regardless of the specific context in which it operates. I argue, drawing on computational models of perceptual area MT, that this computational version of absolutism fails to come through on its promises. In MT, the modeling field has not produced a univocal computational description, but instead a plurality of models analyzing different aspects of MT function. Moreover, CA cannot appeal to theoretical unification to solve this problem, since highly general models, on their own, neither explain nor predict what MT does in any particular context. I close by offering a perspective on neural modeling inspired by Nancy Cartwright’s and Margaret Morrison’s views of modeling in the physical sciences.
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                    Notes
	CA theorists differ in whether they describe their chosen operations quantitatively or qualitatively. I will focus on quantitative descriptions here, since in computational neuroscience most functional descriptions are given in quantitative terms (but see Sect. 5). It should also be noted that these views have developed for each individual theorist over time—Friston (2010) gives a more quantitative reading than Price and Friston (2005) do, for instance. Anderson (2014), in more recent work, seems to soften his CA stance somewhat. I am attempting to focus on the idea of CA itself, so will not catalog these nuances here.


	While I have mostly discussed absolutism as a description of the function of areas, it can also apply to functional divisions within an area. In the visual system distinct parts of V1 are classically posited to process displacement, orientation, and wavelength information, and this continues in areas V2 and V3 (Livingstone and Hubel 1988). It is compatible with TA to subdivide areas and give absolutist function ascriptions to each, but this consideration is not pertinent in the arguments I will make regarding MT. See note 4 below, and for more thorough discussion (Burnston 2015).


	Influences of disparity information on MT responses had in fact been noticed long before, but a variety of reasons were evinced for considering this influence to not be functionally related to depth perception (Maunsell and Van Essen 1983). As a result, the disparity sensitivity of MT was relegated to footnotes and asides. I discuss this development in more detail in (Burnston 2015).


	This speaks against the suggestion that feature-specificity, and thus absolutism, might be saved by subdividing MT into motion- and depth-selective parts, as had been done for color and form responses in V4; see note 1.


	Investigation of MT and depth has proceeded considerably beyond these early results, further distinguishing between different types of disparity responses and showing that MT responses are relevant to multiple kinds of depth perception. I discuss these results in detail elsewhere (Burnston, forthcoming).


	Interestingly, Rathkopf (2013) raises this kind of consideration against abstract versions of TA, but does not consider the possibility that a similar concern might apply to his own version of CA. See Chirimuuta (2014) for a more general discussion of canonical computations.


	The movies were not entirely naturalistic—they were “motion-enhanced”, where the “enhancement” consisted of the random insertion of textured objects moving across the screen. The enhancement constrained the movies to meet certain statistics for spatial frequency, which I will not discuss in detail here. It should also be noted that the standards for interpreting model success for naturalistic stimuli are generally different—models for these stimuli generally account for less variance in responses than for more controlled stimuli. I will gloss over this detail as well.


	Nor would it be helpful to model “totally naturalistic” stimuli, which contained all possible stimulus elements. Understanding cell responses to such stimuli would require knowing the statistics of the relevant aspects of the stimulus, and this is often difficult to discern in fully unconstrained settings. Drawing conclusions in such studies often requires having a model already in hand of what the cell is responding to (as was, in fact, the case for Nishimoto and Gallant’s)—but, as already shown, a previous understanding of what cells do can be overturned in new contexts. Rust and Movshon (2005) discuss these points in an amusingly titled article, “In praise of artifice,” which criticizes overly optimistic use of “naturalistic” stimuli in computational neuroscience.


	Both Koechlin et al. (1999, p. 40) and Simoncelli and Heeger (1998, p. 756) admit that this further investigation and explicit addition would be necessary for generalizing their models beyond motion contexts. Tellingly, despite expressly calling their model a generalization, Nishimoto and Gallant do not even mention depth in their discussion of motion-selectivity properties, other than to note that no disparity is present in their stimuli and therefore is absent from the modeled responses.


	Krekelberg and Albright note that there are pragmatic problems with this suggestion—namely the “combinatorial explosion” of needing to look at all of the Fourier components and their combination. Inevitably, this will involve some exploratory investigation. In other work (Burnston, forthcoming) I discuss how contextualist function ascriptions can be used to constrain search through very complex sets of possible contexts, and argue that this kind of search is generally systematic and intelligible despite not attempting a “complete” account of an area’s function.


	I would like to point out that while pragmatic virtue is central to the CM view of models, the view is not necessarily instrumentalist, or at least not purely so. For instance, even if a canonical computation were agreed upon tomorrow (which I find doubtful, but not impossible), this would not change the point about explanation in specific cases at all. Put briefly, even if it were “true” in some deep sense that all brain areas fundamentally perform (say) summation and normalization, the point about needing to incorporate contextual knowledge to explain what MT specifically does would hold unadulterated. This requires much more discussion than I can give it here, however (cf. Cartwright 1999).
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